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Empty Properties: An Opportunity
There are thousands of empty properties across the UK and pretty much everyone will know of at
least one.
However, finding out who owns it and approaching them to buy it is another matter altogether.
I have traced and contacted many empty property owners over the years, including one to
Australia. I haven’t purchased any of these empty properties but I have purchased other properties
as a direct result so overall it’s been a worthwhile exercise.
Fact is, the vast majority are deceased estates and many are also a result of divorce or family
disputes and these rarely pan out but property is nothing if not a numbers game.
So here’s my tips for tracing the owners:
Download the Land Registry title; an alternative address for the owner might be listed on it. It
may also give you some other indication of events such as divorce or debt.
Knock on the door; you’d be surprised how many properties aren’t actually empty.
Knock on the neighbours doors; they’ll be able to at least give you an idea of what happened to
the owner. One property I investigated was actually owned by the neighbour who was going to
develop it so a five minute chat meant I didn’t waste any further time.
Post a letter through the door; the owner, relatives, managing agent, estate agent, property
guardian or security personnel may all attend the property at some point.
Post a letter; if there is a postal redirect in place it’ll find it’s way to the right person.
Ask the postman; they’ll be limited to what they know or can tell you but may be able to give you
a few pointers.
Ask the locals especially corner shops and pub staff; these are the gossip hubs!
Google; all sorts of things can turn up for example I identified a property that had been the scene
of a family murder and was due to be demolished.

LIFE QUOTE

Real estate cannot be lost or stolen nor can it be
carried away. Purchased with common sense, paid
for in full and managed with reasonable care, it’s
about the safest investment in the world.
Franklin D. Roosevelt

To calculate an interest only mortgage take the mortgage
loan amount, multiply this by the interest rate and divide by
12 to get the monthly payment.

CALCULATIONS

For example:
£100,000 mortgage
4% interest
100,000 x 4% / 12
= £333.33 per month
The term of the mortgage doesn’t come into the calculation
because you are only paying interest and none of the capital.

Does a car loan affect how much mortgage you can get?

QUESTION TIME

The immediate answer is yes but the actual answer is not necessarily!
Assume you have an income of £30k. This could give you a mortgage
of £134k with a lender I’ve picked at random. If you have a car loan
of £250 a month that reduces to £118k.
However, assume the exact same circumstances but a salary of £80k.
You can borrow £440k with the same lender WITH OR WITHOUT
the £250 car loan. The income is at a level that the monthly
commitment doesn’t affect your affordability.
So the answer is… it depends!

Mortgage Broker Fees
Mortgage Brokers don’t work for free; pretty much
every mortgage they arrange they will be paid a commission
by the lender (but only when the mortgage COMPLETES).
Some brokers however charge a fee to the client in addition.
This is purely down to each brokers business model
and not because the lender doesn’t pay them, as they do.
Those who work on volume, only do simpler cases,
do lots of additional business such as insurance,
legal and will referrals etc will often not charge a fee.
Charging a fee or not does not determine whether the broker is good or bad.
Find a broker based on recommendation, referrals, their skills, knowledge, experience and if you
like them and can work with them.
Don’t choose a broker based on whether they charge a fee or not.

Mortgage overpayments
When making overpayments on your mortgage you’re usually
able to pay off 10% without penalties if you’re within the
product term such as a fixed rate.
However you should check the terms of your mortgage as
the 10% is sometimes based on the original mortgage amount
and sometimes it’s based on the outstanding balance.
These two could be very different and you don’t want to find
yourself with an unexpected redemption penalty.
So for example if you borrowed £200,000 originally you
could pay up to £20,000 a year without penalties.
However if you paid the mortgage off over the years and now owe £100,000 some lenders
would limit you to £10,000, reducing each time you make another overpayment.

What's New at HQ?
I'm loving bringing you lots of new podcast episodes, my
newest episode is The Biggest Mistake HMO Investors Make
Click Here to Listen
If you have any topics you'd like discussed on the podcast, I'd
love to hear your ideas and be able to assist you with your
questions.
Please get in touch via the website, Facebook or Instagram.
For my personal life, I've added to my Moggie family and
Meg now has a brother. Introducing Dave!

Until next time, Lisa x

